The new generation of helmets for pilots and crew members
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For nearly 100 years, our passionate mission of safety empowers us, “The Safety Company”, to protect lives. We are committed to providing the latest in innovative, best-in-class safety solutions that feature integrated systems capability and allow our customers to return “Home”, safely to their families and friends.

Every day our customers place their lives in our hands. In return, we provide them with protection they can trust, and their stories become our stories. Hand in hand we partner with our customers to earn that trust.
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LH 350 Helicopter Helmet

Helmets for helicopter pilots and crew members

Helmets and hearing protectors for special forces

Helmets for firefighting

Helmets for helicopter and general aviation pilots

Helmets for forest fire and rescue missions

Helmets for jet fighters pilots

Helmets & Durability

Because every life has a purpose...
**LH350 Helicopter Helmet**

The LH 350 is the latest flight helmets from MSA. It is dedicated to pilots and flight crews of helicopters, transport aircraft and training aircrafts without ejection seats.

**Specifications**

- Excellent weight/protection ratio
  - State-of-the-art composite structure ensures highest level of performance
- Optimal adjustment ensures comfort and stability
  - Three shell sizes supplied with customization kits
- Head mobility
  - Specially designed for optimal performance under flight conditions
- Better hearing protection
  - Increased volume of ear cups
- Better mass centralization and maximum optimization at the front
  - Integrated hand cover
- Simplified maintenance
  - Visions can be removed independently without the use of tools. Easily interchangeable according to the type of mission
  - Spare parts kits readily available
  - Optimization of part numbers for all three helmet sizes
  - Electronic centralisation

**Applications**

- Adjustable comfort liner (4 areas)
- Adjustable neck pad
- ANVIS NVG interfaces
- C/LH-4A NVG interfaces
- Outer visor adjustment with left lever
- Inner visor adjustment with right lever
- Flexible, ergonomic and comfortable retention system
- Centralization of power supply and audio functions
- Various microphones and audio connections available. Contact us
- Adjustable and removable visors without any tools and independently from each other